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Clue 1: I would like to see an Excel Crosstab of Enrollment by Race/Ethnicity. 

a. Hint: By the Numbers, Enrollment Trend 

Steps 1: Navigate to By the Numbers-Enrollment Trends 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step 2: Navigate to the “Race/Ethnicity” tab 

 

 



Step 3: Click anywhere in the chart below the bar graphs. 

 

Step 4: Select the “Download” button in the lower right hand corner below the charts. 

 

Step 5: Select “Crosstab” 

 

Step 6: Open in Excel and enjoy the crosstab of enrollment by race/ethnicity. 

 



Clue 2: How many and what percentage of the Hispanic women in NSM who are part of the Fall 2013 FTIC 
Cohort graduated from NSM in six years? 

 

Answer: 28, 29% 

 

1. Navigate to UH By the Numbers: https://uh.edu/by-the-numbers/ 
2. There are two ways to get to the Retention and Graduation data:  

a. Hover over Student Success, Scroll down and click Retention and Graduation 
b. Click on Student Success and then click on the Retention and Graduation link 

 

 

  



 

3. Filter as shown below.  You will see the answer in the table at the bottom of the graph or if you hover over the 
college graduation percentage in the graph. 

 

 
 

 

  



Clue 3: Create a subscription for a dashboard that you use often (or that you just really enjoy). 

 

Step 1: Navigate to a dashboard of your choosing (the one below is the By the Numbers New and Continuing 
Student Enrollment) 

 

Step 2: Select the subscribe button at the bottom of the dashboard. 

 

Step 3: Select the specific subscription options available 

 Include: This View (the current tab) or the Entire Workbook 

 Format: Image or Pdf 

 Subject: Defaulted subject OR you can write a subject of your own 

Message: Default is blank OR you can write your own 



Schedule: Several options available 

 

Step 4: Select Subscribe and look out for your email beginning at the time and frequency you selected. 

 

  



Clue 4:  Expanding Hierarchies and Sorting: Go to UH SHB Student Enrollment dashboard. Find a visualization that 
shows Total Enrollment for Fall 2019 by College and Department. Sort the visualization in descending order by 
department enrollment within each college.   
 

a. Questions:   
i. Which is the largest department by enrollment in NSM?   
ii. Which department has the largest enrollment across all UH colleges and what is the largest plan in that 

department?   
 

b. Solution:   
i. First, expand the hierarchy to department by clicking the [+] sign next to college.   

  
 
 

ii. Next, click on the triangle next to the sort field option, select nested, then select SUM(Count)  
 

 
iii. Biology & Biochemistry is the largest department by enrollment in NSM. Business (Interdepartmental) is 

the largest department across all UH Colleges and the largest plan is Pre-Bus Adm, DEG UN.  



 
Clue 5: Minors: How many business majors have a minor in Spanish in fall 2019? 

Answer: 5 

1. Navigate to the IR Statistical Handbook, Student Enrollment link: https://uh.edu/ir/reports/new-statistical-
handbook/  

 

2. Click on the Minors tab and then filter as shown: 

 



 

CLUE 6: Resetting the dashboard: The Provost has asked you to provide a table of total enrollment between Fall 2015 
and Fall 2019. She is only interested in full-time, Hispanic, female undergraduates from Harris County. After you filter 
the custom table, she changes her mind and wants to see all student enrollment with no specific filters. What is a one-
click way of resetting the view without select (All) for each filter?  
 

a. Solution: Click revert at the bottom of the dashboard.  

 
 
b. Refresh your browser and start over.  

  
CLUE 7: UH Branding for dashboards: We showed you how to find UH branding colors. Using the same website, 
where can you download logos and icons to use in your dashboards?  https://uh.edu/marcom/resources/download-
zone/   
 

 


